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Abstract
 Advancements in automobile industries and the communication technologies caused VANET (Vehicular Ad 
Hoc NETwork) to evolve to VANET-based clouds before its deployment. It is more likely that VANET 
clouds will replace the traditional VANET in the deployment phase. It is to be noted that an abrupt 
deployment is out of question because it would require mass of resources and money to do so; instead 
incremental deployment is more ideal. In this paper, we aim at the incremental deployment phase of 
VANET clouds and focus on the well-established public transport networks. Data aggregation is one of the 
essential aspects in traditional VANET and has been researched for quite long time. However the previously 
proposed schemes are still controversial. Keeping in mind the time and space prediction of public buses, we 
leverage these buses as potential aggregators and MG (Mobile Gateways) in VANET clouds. Buses gather 
cooperative whereabouts information from neighbors, aggregate that information, disseminate it to the 
neighbor MGs and also send it to the cloud for storage and for services exchange. In our proposed scheme, 
we believe that the dissemination will be effective and cover most of the urban area since at any instant of 
time; buses cover most part of the urban areas. Besides, the effective transmission range is higher due to 
tall buses.

1. Introduction

Recently, another milestone has been achieved in the 

field of ITS (Intelligent Transportation System) through 

the evolution of traditional VANET (Vehicular Ad Hoc 

NETwork) to VANET clouds. The basis for such 

technology was set by the long-chased VANET with 

its rich set of applications it will offer in the near 

future. With the growth rate of population, the number 

of vehicles on the road is also drastically increasing 

thereby creating more challenges for the traffic 

management. Despite of the fact that the last couple of 

decades have witnessed phenomenal research outcomes 

in the field of VANET from both safety and non-safety 

standpoint, however with the passage of time, this 

became the least concern because of currently 
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manufactured high-end vehicles. 

The sole motive of VANET is to provide vehicle 

consumers (both drivers and passengers) with safe and 

comfortable driving experience through different 

applications. VANET applications are mainly divided 

into two major domains namely Zero-infrastructure 

communication (Vehicle-Vehicle communication also 

called V2V communication) and Vehicle-Roadside 

infrastructure communication also referred to as V2I. 

V2V communication is mainly used for mutual 

cooperation among vehicles on the road that include 

traffic views, accident warnings, and cooperative 

manure and cruise control whereas RSI is used for 

management purpose by the VANET authorities such 

as keys updates, and so forth. 

VANET offers multitude of applications ranging from 

traffic safety to infotainment but recently due to the 

manufacture of resources rich high-end cars, 

researchers and the governments are having second 

thought of deploying traditional VANET in the first 

place. VANET has evolved to VANET clouds by 

combining emergent cloud computing infrastructure with 

traditional VANET infrastructure. VANET cloud offers 

a lot more services and applications than traditional 

VANET and some services that would not be possible 

through traditional VANET [1]. One best example of 

moving from traditional VANET to VANET cloud is 
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Figure 1. Proposed Framework 

the fact that traditional VANET deals with the vehicles 

in motion where as VANET clouds take into account 

the stationary vehicles as well along with the moving 

vehicles [2].

Among many traditional VANET applications and 

functionalities, data aggregation is one of the essential 

aspects of VANET that deals with accomodation of 

mass of data in the best reduced size and to cover the 

farther distance than one hop. To date, many 

aggregation schemes have been proposed for VANET  

[3]. However aggregation function must provide a 

tradeoff between the number of aggregators in the 

vicinity, and the channel efficiency. Because it will not 

be ideal on the part of channel, if most of the vehicles 

perform aggregation. Moreover selecting aggregator 

along the road is another challenge. In ephemeral 

network such as VANET itself where the topology 

dynamics change rapidly, it is difficult to find the 

optimal aggregator. 

In this paper we approach the problem from a different 

perspective and we specially keep the VANET clouds 

environment into account. We consider public buses to 

be aggregators in the urban scenarios due to their 

predictable time and locations. Other reason for 

selecting public buses as MG (Mobile Gateways) and 

aggregators is that we do not need to implement 

security and privacy mechanism into buses since they 

will be controled by governments. Vehicles broadcast 

beacon messages according to DSRC (Dedicated Short 

Range Communication) standard, and MG collect these 

beacons and after extracting the data from beacons in 

the aggregation interval, construct aggregated message, 

disseminate it to other MGs and send it to cloud for 

other services. The rest of the paper is organized as 

follows: In section 2, we outline the previous work 

followed by section 3 outlining our proposed public 

transport-based aggregation in VANET. In section 4, 

we conclude our paper. 

2. Related Work

VANET clouds is a new and emergent field and to 

date, not much work has been done yet. Hussain et al. 

[2] proposed architectural frameworks for VANET 

clouds. From serives standpoint, Hussain et al. proposed 

traffic information dissemination scheme through clouds 

[4]. Recently another VANET clouds application namely 

vehicles as witnesses was proposed. 

From public transport standpoint, there are few 

schemes that consider the role of public transport in 

VANETs. [5] proposed public buses-based traffic 

information dissemination in VANET. Another scheme 

called BROADTRIP was proposed by Hozler et al. that 

used almost the same idea as that of [6. 

However to the best of our knowledge, to date, our 

scheme is the first approach to leverage public buses 

for data aggregation in VANET clouds. There could be 

a lot of other applications of such approach but that are 

out of the scope of this paper and we consider them as 

future work.

3. Proposed Public Transport-based Aggregation 

in VANET

In this section we outline our proposed scheme. 

2.1.  Baseline

We consider the baseline architectural framework of 

both VANET and cloud computing infrastructure. 

Additionally we consider buses as MG in our proposed 

scheme. We have a number of assumptions based on 

which our proposed scheme works. We assume that the 

urban area is covered with public buses. Some places 

like bus stops also have platoons of buses as certain 

instant of time. We also assume that the buses both 

constitute of DSRC standard and use 4G internet 

capability as well. We define three levels in our 

proposed scheme as shown in Fig. 1. 

In Fig. 1, Level 1 consists of the vehicles moving on 

the road and containing OBU (On-Board Unit) and 

TRM (Tamper-Resistant Module), and function 

according to DSRC standard. Level 2 consists of MGs 

that is physicaly realized by government controlled 

buses that pervade the whole urban area. Thier time 

and locations are predictable with higher granularity 
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and at any instance of time they cover most part of 

the urban region. MGs contain OBU and TRM, and 

support both DSRC standard and 4G. The DSRC 

module is used to communicate with the lower layer, 

i.e. vehicles whereas 4G is used to send and receive 

the information back and forth to the cloud 

infrastructure. Level 3 is composed of cloud 

infrastructure that contains different modules, the detail 

of which we assume is out of the scope of this paper. 

The cloud infrastructure is mainly used to store the 

whereabouts information for future use, for instance 

investigation or route tracking by law enforcement 

agencies. We also assume that the Level 2 entities use 

4G internet infrastructure to connect with the cloud. 

2.2.  Beacon Messages

In VANET, according to DSRC standard, every 

vehicle broadcasts whereabout information with certain 

frequency (usually in order of milliseconds). Using this 

information, the nearby vehicles can construct the 

traffic view ahead of them. Beacons messages contain 

current time, location, speed, acceleration, and heading, 

and vehicle control information that contains 

transmission state, brake status, steering wheel angle, 

and vehicle path history. With the bunch of information 

from the neighbors in hand, such data is enough to 

draw a picture of the traffic situation ahead of the 

receiver and decide upon the optimal vehicle speed. The 

general beacon format is given below:

   

  represents the beacon data,   are the 

security parameters for beacon security followed by 

  that is control word. In control word, the vehicle 

sends its service request () from cloud if any and 

the event that might have happened in the vicinity. The 

format of   and   is given below:

   

     

The service request is signed with vehicle’s privacy 

key for non-repudiation and liability reasons. Service 

request contains OBU’s certificate issued by a 

certification authority, current location (), type of 

the request, direction of the movement of vehicle, and 

its path prediction that is based on the movement of 

vehicle. Whereas the event part of the message 

includes the time when event occurred, type of event, 

event ID (), and the location where event occurred. 

It is to be noted that the contents of the message 

are checked by   to find its soundness. When 

the contents are found to be sound, then this 

information is used by a nearby MG to extract the 

information from and use it in aggregated message.   

2.3.  Aggregated Messages

Aggregation is used to gather large number of 

meaningful information using minimum space possible 

to deter the chances of congestion on the channel. In 

other words, in the presence of many vehicular node, 

there is much redundant information. We also argue 

that the traffic situation normally stays same in the 

neighborhood and does not change abruptly. 

Nevertheless this argument does not hold for the traffic 

lights. That is why, instead of every node in the 

vicinity to forward the redundant information around, 

some of the vehicles aggregate the information and 

then disseminate it. This serves twofold advantages: it 

reduces the overall size of the message and it also 

decrease the chances of channel congestion. 

Since there can be more than one MG in the same 

physical area, that is why we divide MGs into two 

categories,   and , MG that can be possible 

aggregators and MG that are current aggregators. MGs 

gather beacons from around its transmission range 

area. In an aggregation interval, MG extract the data 

from beacons and construct relative information to the 

one received in beacons in order to reduce the size of 

the data. The aggregated message contains aggregated 

data, service requests gathered from the vehicles in the 

vicinity, and the events that are reported by the nearby 

vehicles. The generic form of the aggregated message 

is given below:

∆  

  is the bus ID, and the message contains 

aggregated payload, the aread covered by the bus is 

denoted by the difference of   and . N is the 

number of vehicles in the area covered by the bus and 

ACW is the aggregated control word that contains the 

service requests and event information from the 
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beacons. 

2.4.  Message Dissemination 

Since there can be more than one MG in the vicinity 

and have the same aggregated message. Then we 

assume that the neighbors, at certain instant of time, 

will have the same view of the traffic thereby 

constructing almost identical aggregated message. 

Therefore before disseminating the aggregated message 

to neighbors and to the cloud infrastructure, MG waits 

for a random interval. If by then MG receives any 

aggregated message in the same neighborhood, then 

MG compares the area covered by the aggregated 

message. But it should kept in mind that the 

aggregated message is divided into two halves, ∆


and ∆ . These two halves are treated separatedly 

and when an MG receives aggregated message from 

any neighbor then it checks the overlapped region with 

the received message. If the received aggregated 

message covers more than 75% of the ahead region or 

the behind region that is already covered by the 

receiver’s aggregated message then MG drops the 

message and do not disseminate it. If the area covered 

is less than 75%, then MG disseminates and send it to 

cloud as well. The cloud and the other neighbors can 

find the intersection of the physical region for which 

the data has been aggregated.  

3. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a public-transport based 

data aggregation scheme for VANET clouds. Because 

of the predictability of time and location of the public 

buses, and the fact that they cover most of the urban 

area, we leverage them as MG (Mobile Gateway) to 

the clouds and use them as data aggregators for 

VANET. MGs receive regularly sent beacon messages 

from neighbors and in the aggregating interval, each 

MG extract information from beacon messages and 

construct aggregated message. In order to disseminate 

the aggregated message, each MG observe its 

neighborhood. If the sending MG already received the 

same aggregated message from somebody else, then it 

does not need to disseminate the redundant information, 

otherwise it disseminates the aggregated message to 

neighbors and sends it to the cloud.
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